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Offer Hacks - www.OfferHacks.com 

 
“You are about to learn the dirty little secrets, hacks, and killer ways 

underground affiliates are making as much as $16,000 or more per day without 

even selling anything, in non buyer niche markets, often times without even 

having a list… ALL with traffic that cost less than ten flippin cents per click!” 

PART TWO: FAST ACTION PROFITS 

 

 

By Marcus Campbell 
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Welcome back. 

In my last report we went over how cpa affiliate offers work, 
different kinds of download offers and freebies, and what kind of 
niches they work best on. 

In this report we will be going over… 

1. How to determine if a niche will work. 
2. What kind of offers convert best and at what EPC 
3. Three MUST Have tools to make this work best 

So let’s dive in and pick up where we left off. 

Last time we were going over the whole idea of how there is a 
TON of website traffic and very few people know how to convert 
their traffic to the full potential. 

This presents a huge opportunity for those who learn the secret 
art of rapid fire, cut throat, traffic conversion. 

First of all… what is this “cut throat” conversion stuff? 

Cut throat conversion is back against the wall, make as much as 
you can off every visitor that comes to your site, and cut your 
bounce rate down to 10% or less. 

You see this is a big problem… most affiliate sites and blogs get a 
75% or more bounce rate. 

What this means is 75% of the people who see your site LEAVE 
without doing anything… usually within a second or two. 

So imagine this… lets say you got 100 visitors at $1 each. 
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You spend $100 and 100 people now come to your site. 

75% leave without doing anything… 

24% click around and eventually leave… 

1% buys the product… if you are lucky… 

This is how most marketers end up when first trying out… they 
perhaps get a sale… and 99 clicks have been lost. 

That means $75 of your marketing dollars went out the door in 
less than 3 seconds… then another $24 poked around and left 
without making you anything… 

And if your lucky… the $1 you spent on that other guy… perhaps 
he orders or opts in or something. 

Two Questions: 

1. Wouldn’t you like to do something with the rest of your 
visitors that you PAID for? 

2. Wouldn’t you like to be able to pay for people in the last 1% 
that end up buying? 

Just imagine… not only would this better qualify your traffic and 
put your conversion rates thru the roof… but it would also cut out 
the wasted $99 you spent trying to find that “one guy.” 

Starting to see the picture? 

So cut throat conversion is about making money off the masses 
WHILE finding that one guy. 

Here is how it works… 
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When you go to find a niche… instead of piling yourself with the 
other guys and going for something related to a certain market or 
topic… 

Use my trigger words instead… these trigger words are great for 
a new marketer who doesn’t know what niche to get started in... 

These trigger words also work for struggling marketers who have 
a niche but cannot make it convert… more about that later… 

If You Want One Of My Niches… Click Here 

Ok… so what is a trigger word. 

A trigger word is a word like “download” or “fix” that TRIGGERS 
other words based on search INTENT… 

Notice how these words are based on intent and not a market in 
general… we don’t know if they want to download a cat picture or 
if they want to fix their tv… we just know they want to download 
something and fix something… 

When I load the Google Adwords Keyword Planner… 

I can type in my trigger word like this (make sure you have close 
related matches on) 
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This will give me a list of words related to the word download: 

 

Right out of the gate you will notice that we see a lot of free 
download, software download, ect… 

Which is pretty broad, we don’t really know what they want so we 
cant do any cut throat converting… 

At best we could “guestimate” that they want some of the top ten 
downloads or something… perhaps… probably a long shot 
though. 

So lets narrow this down… this is where we need to do a little 
brainstorming… 

For this example… I could ask myself… what kind of things do 
people download… or I could google something like… “top 
downloaded file types” 
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With a little research I found out that the top downloaded files 
types are… MP4, MP3, DOC, PDF, EXE, XLS, and ZIP 

So now lets try this again with one of these… 

Here is one for XLS… and I still have the “related” checked so it 
will weed out the junk… 

 

Decent… really low traffic though… lets turn off related… 

Ok now we are getting somewhere  
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We could use something like “pdf converter free download” with 
over 14,000 searches per month… 

I like it  and here is what I would do… 

First: Check for a direct offer… you can see the downloadable 
offers I have listed on my forum here  

http://affiliatemarketingdude.com/forum/viewforum.php?f=59 

You can see that we have the pdf converter: 

 

Which serves many file types and PAYS us $4.50 per download, 
we don’t have to sell anything and the visitor gets what they want. 

At 10 cents per click all we need to do is get 1/45 people to 
download and we can break even… 1/20 and we make some 
cash… 1/10 and we can break the bank ;) 

So this is a good niche with no competition… and a hot offer. 
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Second: Go Here And Get A Domain With A New Hosting 

We want to get a domain as close to  
 
pdfconverterfreedownload.com  

Or something like that… perhaps shorter since we are going to 
use pay per click and youtube traffic… 

  

After playing around a bit I found that downloadpdfconverter.com 
is in fact available… so I’m gonna buy it right now… 

If you do not have a niche in mind yet I would highly advise 
setting up what I call a HUB site…  

Click Here To Set Up Your Hub Site So You Are Ready For 
Lesson Two When We Get There… 

Getting your hub site will also hook you up with $200 in free ppc 
coupons so you can test your first site “on the house” and don’t 
have to risk your own money. 

So it’s well worth the $7 a month – Hub Site Instructions Here 

Now… After You Get Your Hub Site And Domain… Here Are The 
Steps To Getting Started… 
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You Can Watch Me Set This Up Live In Seven Day Blog Profits  

http://www.affiliatemarketingdude.com/console/7day.htm 

you can download the software tool here http://www.affiliatemarketingdude.com  

Just follow along… its super easy. Here is the checklist. 

1. Domain and hosting 
2. Set up wordpress 
3. Install smart affiliate ads, squeeze blogs, and afflinks 

plugins. 
4. Set your home page to a static page 
5. Create 3-4 pages based on sub category words 
6. Get a good direct response theme 

All of this is covered in the seven day blog profits so I won’t try to 
spell it out here. 

This is the basic checklist for every blog / site in every niche 
market.  I have used this method for 16 years now and nothing 
has changed, but things have gotten easier over the years with 
wordpress and better offers and stuff. 

The key here is to remember WHO you are talking to and WHAT 
they ultimately want. 

You want to think of what is natural… 

For example… if I have a pdf converter… its probably not natural 
for me to ask for their zip code before the download… that would 
be weird… 

But if I have a site about gas prices or mortgages then a zip code 
box might make sense… 

http://www.simplesitesbigprofits.com/download.php
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Or if I have a site like my lottery site… its natural to have a little 
drop down box with the latest numbers… 

If I have a download site like the pdf… it would be totally normal 
to have a little file searcher with an upload button and a big 
Download your new file here button. 

 

This is the kind of thing you would expect… and your visitors 
would too… very simple. 

So instead of taking all this time to talk about the history of the 
pdf, different programs out there, and all that filler stuff… just say 
here’s what you do… bam bam bam… now get the toolbar. 

Very simple… straight forward… and it works. 

I did the same thing on many of my sites. 

Let me show you some examples… 
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On my tattoo site I thought, instead of just having links to 
clickbank books or tattoo affiliate sites… 

What if I let them search for the tattoo they want… this is super 
easy to implement using the search box plugin… 

 

Notice how the search is the main course, but I also have the top 
searched for tattoos below as well… use your keyword tools :- 
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Now on my “Christian Layouts” site I didn’t have the search up 
front as I knew I would make more money promoting the cursors 
download toolbar… 

So instead of using the boring ole banner… 

 

I Spent an hour or so finding a bunch of Christian cursors.. 
because of this hour… my conversion quadrupled and I was 
making like $0.36 per click where others made an average of 4. 
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When I was going for the keyword “glitter graphics” I noticed that 
people wanted to make a little image of their name or word or 
whatever in a glitter style… 

 

so I made a little search box that took their name to the page so 
they can see their graphic (the affiliate network coded this for me 
free since I was making them over $800K a year) and then it said  

Download Your Glitter Graphic Here 

And that went to the offer… this is what I am talking about… you 
have to FORCE your traffic to convert by using creative methods 
that are natural with what these people want. 
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Here is a more recent one I set up this year… 

 

Notice how I let them choose which bible they want… we have 
bible reading plans at the top ect… 

On this I am averaging 35-40c per visitor! 

So if I can get traffic for less than that… 
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Check out this list of low competition keywords… 

 

There is a goldmine here… 
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And since I am paid $4 per download or more… 

 

It’s a no brainer… just gotta make it convert. 

And you can even pair offers together… like bible toolbars and 
bible cursors or pdf of something. 

Sometimes I have a download with a high paying CPA offer too. 
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Like if I was going for hard drive error (as in the last report) 

I could have the $6 pay per download offer 

I could also have some adsense 

And I could even run the $140 trial offer for pc backups. 

All at the same time… ALL making me money. 

The key is to be broad enough to meet your target keywords 
needs but narrow enough that you do not lose people. 

AND you want to focus on HOW people search and what they 
expect. 

Lets face it… if you went on facebook and all the sudden it was 
green and the logo changed… 

You would be confused and wonder what was wrong… and you 
probably wouldn’t use facebook till you found out what was up. 

Or if you went to google and it was hard to find the search box… 
google would lose millions that day. 

So it all has to do with what people are expecting to see. 

Like when I promote a weather toolbar… even thought the toolbar 
doesn’t ask for their zip code… I do this on my main page so that 
they are interacting with my site… and then they are more likely to 
get the toolbar… 
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Like this… 

 

The key here is to keep it simple, natural, and don’t 
overcomplicate it. 

Ok… you can learn more about this method in my simple sites 
software here: 

http://www.simplesitesbigprofits.com/download.php 
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simple sites big profits has a tools section with all the tools you 
need for cut throat conversion 

  

Each lesson is laid out in its own section with tools, links, videos, 
walkthrus, and more… 

It’s the next best thing to having me there telling you what to do 
so you can make money… 

http://www.simplesitesbigprofits.com/download.php  
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for now… lets do some QandA 

 

 

 

As long as your niche has a direct offer or offer that fits the users 
needs and the cost per click makes sense… this works in any 
niche… I have used it for niches from mortgage to bible to tattoo 
and even on web hosting. 

It’s all about CONVERSION! And it’s a numbers game. 

 

Social media is used to get traffic… so if you wanted to you can 
make a site about bible verses, start a facebook page and group 
about bible verses and drive people back to your site. 

This works in some niches and others it will not.  It all has to do 
with where your traffic is… if its on social media use it. 

Its very important to compartmentalize traffic methods (ppc, seo, 
social media) and conversion methods (direct linking, blogs, sites, 
landing pages, squeeze pages) they are not the same. 
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You can start small… most of the time I test like $5 the first day… 
at $0.10 per click that is 50 clicks… if I don’t see a conversion 
then I know what is going on and can get some insight… start 
small , be deliberate, and test with a goal in mind. 

 

 

In my opinion, after helping thousands of newbies… this is hands 
down the easiest way to get started. 

Most newbies struggle with two things. 

Finding the right niche and converting traffic. 

This method solves both. 

 

Check the 7 day blog profits 
http://www.affiliatemarketingdude.com/console/7day.htm  

We cover tech stuff in that… it’s a free teaser ;) you can upgrade 
only after you see the value we provide. 
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With this type of method you DO NOT need to sell stuff… only get 
conversions… you can get paid per click (adsense) per download, 
per lead, per call, ect… 

But you have to learn to make your visitors take action. 

 

If all you have is $500 to invest and you want to double it in a 
month here is what I would do (obviously results are not 
guaranteed or implied… but here is what I would do) 

1. Get simple sites big profits here (its on sale at $297) 
2. Set up a site in a high paying market (hosting or mortgage) 
3. Set up a download site 

Focus on the high paying site like its your baby… remember to 
make $500 a month profit… all you need to do is get 5 signups… 
or about 1 a week… not to hard. 

Find some backend keywords like “set up blog” or buy domain 
name or something cheap… and guide them into hosting. 

I make about 1500 to 2000 a month on this exact method… and 
im a small potato in this market… the big affiliates are doing like 
60K a month… so you can make it work 

Then focus on your other site using the methods in this guide… 
focus on getting 10 downloads per day to start… if you can get 
them then you can grow… and be very careful with ppc watch it 
and only run ads when you are home and at a computer… some 
budgets go fast… but you are always in control. 
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And remember when you get simple sites and our preferred 
hosting you get $200 in free ppc coupons to test with. 

It’s a no brainer… then ask for help once you are a member and 
ill make sure you are on the right path. 

 

Honestly I start with a four page blog and they rarely get much 
bigger… once you find a conbo that converts… its best to leave it 
alone.  You can post later if you like or want to build a list…but 
once they are set up they can make money without daily posting 
or blogging.  We only use blogs cause its easy to set up. 

 

All of our products are mac, pc, and web compatible… you can 
even use them on your phone. 

 

The simple sites software is like having me there in your office to 
help you thru the process of making a living online as an affiliate 
marketer… it guides you with videos and tools to help you get set 
up fast. 

Learn more at http://www.simplesitesbigprofits.com/download.php  
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If you have the $297 to get simple sites you would want to have 
another $70 to get hosting… so you can get started under $400. 

And that gives you $200 in ppc credits too – we also teach free 
traffic methods which work wonders when used right. 

 

 

Get traffic and sell stuff. 

When dealing with offers like downloads, or hosting, or pc 
backup… they give you the conversion amount. 

So if I KNOW I get $140 when someone gets backup. 

I can run an ad on all the error words. Take them to a site with 
info (run live chat) and sit there and help people and sell all day 
like a customer service person. 

If I close 1 sale a day I’m making $5k a month. 

Then I can take all the transcripts of my live chats and edit them 
as Q and A on my site to sell when I am not there. 

It’s not hard for those willing to hustle and make it work. 
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Any offer that fits your niche that you find using the trigger word 
method.  Keep in mind offervault is just a search engine… you 
have to go to the cpa network to get the offer and run it. 

 

 

You can call things hype and junk whenever you like… but do not 
be picky about where your truth comes from. 

For example… I think Donald trump is a total moron when it 
comes to leading the country… however if I was going into real 
estate investing… even though he hypes and touts 5 billion and is 
a total jerk about it… I would still listen to his real estate advice. 

You are ripping yourself off by judging something before 
investigating it thoroughly. 

 

Everything is allowed on adwords if you follow their rules.  The 
key is to focus on helping the market first. 

When you do this… they love it because you are making for a 
better customer experience. 

Many ads get rejected by adwords at first… even the good brick 
and mortar business ones… you have to press on and make it 
work.  I have had many ads rejected, and many accepted.  Don’t 
give up.  And while you are messing with them… use MSN  
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OK that is about it for now… we will follow up with some webinars 
on this topic as well so make sure you go to 

http://www.AffiliateMarketingDude.com and opt in. 

Here Are A Few Things You Will Learn In Simple Sites 

http://www.simplesitesbigprofits.com/download.php  

Simple Sites Easy To Follow Step By Step Video Tutorials 

Niche Market Secrets Video:  You will find out how easy it is to locate profitable niches 
online, this is information you wont find on other websites, and is responsible for 
generating me millions of dollars in revenue! (most people fail because they don't get 
this one right... this video will show you the right way to find a profitable market so you 
will be successful right from the start) 

Keyword Secrets Video:  Discover 6 unique ways to find out what people are 
searching for, how to use my secret 'trigger words' to locate super profitable markets, 3 
ways to find out who really wants your offer, how to use long term words, trends, and 
high profit converter words so you can profit from your campaigns right from the get go. 
(this is an eye opening video for most struggling marketers and is responsible for 
helping my friends and students generate some hefty paychecks) 

Profitable Conversion Secrets Video:  Find out exactly how to find top converting 
affiliate offers for your niche markets so you can focus only on the campaigns that will 
make you profit.  The right offer can make all the difference, and I am going to show you 
exactly how to choose a profitable campaign, where to get the offers, how to get pay 
raises, how to get paid weekly, and much more. 

How To Find And Pick The Right Affiliate Offers Video:  Your success online all 
boils down to pairing the right offers with the right market and delivering the right 
message.  This video is going to teach you EXACTLY how to calculate whether or not 
an offer will be profitable based on your cost to get visitors, the payouts on the offer, 
and your estimated conversion rates. (this will make it super easy to pick a winning 
campaign and test your offers fast.) 

Flipping The Market Video: OK.... I didn't really want to give this little secret 
away.  This is the one responsible for helping me find a $2,000,000 niche!  You are 
going to learn how to secretly look inside these 'junk keywords' that most marketers 
laugh at... and see the profit potential. (I'll leave it at that for now... you can learn the 
rest in the video... this stuff is super powerful) 

http://www.simplesitesbigprofits.com/download.php
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How To Build A Site Video: Get ready to learn my super simple method to building 
simple websites in minutes without having to learn some fancy code language, HTML, 
or anything like that.  If you can use Microsoft word, write an email, or browse the web... 
I GUARANTEE you can learn to build sites.  This is the super easy website building 
shortcut I have used to build websites for over 15 years now.  This video has tips for 
super beginners and even advanced web designers. 

Ad Writing Tips And Tricks Video: Learn how to write ads that will get tons and tons 
of targeted traffic to your website.  Learn to write ads that will get you cheaper clicks 
and a better quality score. 

Search Engine Ghost Video: Discover the 5 things you can do to get cheaper 
clicks.  This one method alone has allowed my to generate millions and millions of 
website visitors for just a few pennies each.  Just imagine how much you can make 
getting your traffic for less than the competition. 

Quality Score Video: Here is a cool video teaching you how you can give the search 
engines exactly what they want so you can get your advertising really really cheap.  

Content Traffic Video: Get ready to learn one of my biggest secrets... this will take a 
small little niche and turn it into a HUGE money maker for you.  (other programs don't 
teach this method... but I lay it out for you as plain as day so you can learn how to profit 
online with very little risk) 

Arbitrage Secrets Video: Learn how you can start playing with the big dogs.  I'm sure 
you've heard the reports of people making $5, $10, $20 or even $50,000 a day with this 
method.  Now I cant promise you will make THAT much... but i can pull back the curtain 
on this secret industry that is making many people really really wealthy... not to mention 
the fact that I was able to have a few $5,000 days with it. 

Make Money While You Learn... Even If You Are Broke Video: Are you tired of 
having to put more and more money into your business without seeing any type of 
return?  Well you are in luck because I am going to show you the secrets that will help 
you make money while you learn.  If it wasn't for these tips... I would never be where I 
am today because I would have never learned how to leverage myself and my time 
profitably.  Find out how you can start this business with little or even NO money! 

List Building Video: Learn how you can easily build a mailing list so you can make 
profits all year round without having to pay for traffic.  I have used this technique to 
make over $200,000 last year alone.  You don't want to miss this one.  (the fortune is in 
the follow up... and I'm gonna show you how to follow up automatically so you can make 
money 24/7) 
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Profit Centers Video: Get ready for the ride of your life.  Not only am i going to show 
you my private list of affiliate offers that have made me tons of money, but i am also 
going to show you what they want so you can get accepted and start making money 
with them in just a few hours.  This has been the key to my success.  Ill show you how 
to get paid when people click ads, fill out forms, download free programs, get free 
samples, order products, and more... with this information and these offers its almost 
impossible to fail. 

Traffic Secrets Video: You are going to learn the secrets to getting traffic to your 
website.  I'll show you the best ways to get free traffic, paid traffic, traffic from social 
networking sites like youtube, myspace, craigslist, google, yahoo, msn, aol, and 
more.  There are millions and millions of sites getting free traffic every day... once you 
learn these secrets... you will be one of them. 

Action Video: While other programs are static and never give you a "game plan" I am 
here to help you.  You are about to learn the simple steps to getting your site online and 
turning a profit fast...  Get started now and get a free personalized action plan so you 
can get started fast and actually know exactly what you need to do to start making 
money online.  This will help you deal with Information Overload so you can get a 
crystal clear view of what steps you need to take to start making money online fast. 

Simple Sites Case Studies - Yes You Actually Get To See The Sites, The 
Keywords, How Much I Bid, How Much I Made, And More! 

 Case Study #1 - go inside the "Tattoo site" mentioned above as it 
went from losing $8 a day to making $50-60 a day to eventually 
making over $300-500 per day with just a few minor adjustments 
   

 Case Study #2 - Check out my beta fish site, how it works, how I 
even thought to do a site on beta fish anyway.  this is powerful 
take to the bank information you are going to have at your 
fingertips. 
   

 Case Study #3 - you get to be a fly on the wall as I dissect my 
mortgage site that was responsible for making over $1700 in 
revenue in one day and averaged over $500 per day the rest of the 
year 
   

 Case Study #4 - you get to peek inside a site where I actually get 
paid to generate a mailing list for... myself... that means I can keep 
making money off them without having to get any more traffic :)  
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Plus You Get My Simple Sites Big Profits Desktop Software. 

My Easy To Read Manual, Colorful Icons, And Energetic Videos Help Make Your 
Learning Experience Fun Which Will Allow You To Learn Without The Frustration Of 
Hard To Understand Technical Details And Unclear Directions... 

Basically I Am Going To Show You What To Do, How To Do It, Plus Make It Fun And 
Easy So You Can Start Making Money Online In No Time... 

www.simplesitesbonus.com 

 

 

UPDATE: LAST HEARD FROM MARIO... HE'S 
DOING OVER $1,000 PER DAY WITH HIS 

SIMPLE SITES 
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HIS LAST ATTEMPT FOR INTERNET 
MARKETING... SIMPLE SITES PAID OFF!!! 

 

CHRIS SAID MY SUPPORT IS EVEN BETTER 
THAN $2,000+ PRODUCTS HE BOUGHT 

 

AFTER STRUGGLING FOR 25 YEARS TO 
PROFIT... HE FINALLY GETS IS 

What Was It Worth To Them... What Is YOUR Time Worth??? 

It's Incredibly Easy To Get Started With Me 
Today 

Just Click The Button... Fill Out The Form...  
And DOWNLOAD The Software 
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I Realize Other Programs Out There Are Charging $5,000, $10,000, 
Or Even $25,000 To Get Started... But I Have Made It Super Easy For 

You To Decide Now. 

Special Offer Recap 
Simple Sites Big Profits 2016 $797 

Blog Profit Network 2016 + Bonuses $291 

Custom Traffic Report $977 

Vault And Plugins $977 

Coupons For PPC $200 

Total Value $3242 
 

  

Marcus, What Do I Need To Do To Get Started? 

1. What Kind Of Budget Do I Need To Start With? 

After getting simple sites we recommend that you have at least $80-100 to start 
with web hosting and other items you may need along the way... you can use your 

current hosting if you wish. 

2. Can I Host Multiple Sites On One Hosting Or Do I Need A Bunch? 

As long as you have a host that supports multiple domains per account (usually a 

shared account you can get for a few bucks a month will do) this will allow you to 
host 20-30 simple sites :-) on one account. 

3. What About Domain Names... Do I Need A New Name For Each Site? 

You will want to get a new domain name for each category site ie: fitness, 

mortgages, ect... you can however have multiple fitness type sites on one domain. 

4. Do I Need A HUGE Pay Per Click Budget? 

Nope not at all... actually we start very small and increase our budget only after 
seeing some results.  You can usually test a new site with less than $30 and many 

times if you follow our directions you will at least break even or even make 
something on the test... and on top of that we show you how to get over $200 in 
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free PPC ad coupons with your new site set up... so you can test your new ads "on 
the house" :) 

5. How Much Time Per Day Should I Dedicate To Simple Sites To Be 

Successful? 

We recommend 15 - 30 minutes per day actively working on specific tasks (found in 
your daily task guide) to start seeing results.  Keep in mind your work will add up 

over time to big numbers so you can start making even more daily even when you 
are not working.  However you can work as much as you like :-) 

6. How Fast Can I Start Seeing Results? 

This is a lot like the "how much can I earn" question... it really depends on you as a 

person, the work you put into it, and how focused you are.  With that said there are 
ways to start earning starting today if you really want to... you just need to focus 

and work at the things that get results. 

Remember 90% of this business is mindset... you must focus on the fact that 
people are always online, they are always searching, and someone is gonna make 

money today.. might as well be you :-) 

7. Is The Whole Idea To Run 1,000 Sites That Make $1 A Day Each? 

While this can work... it simply gets to be a bit much to handle for anyone ;) I 
would focus more on starting with 3-5 sites... watch which ones have potential and 

build them up.  Some of your simple sites may do a few bucks a day, some $27 a 
day, some may do 100s or 1000s per day... the key is to let the little ones make 
their money while you work at making the big ones even bigger.  Its much easier to 

take a site from $10 to $100  a day than it is to build new ones.  So focus more on 
building the ones you have rather than just making as many as possible.  My simple 

sites software will show you how to nurture a site to massive profits pretty fast... 

You Can Get Simple Sites 2016 And Start Today... Just Sign Up Then Get 
Marcus On Live Chat And Say "Show Me The Instant Profit Methods" And 

I'll Show You What You Can Do To Profit TODAY :-) 

www.simplesitesbonus.com 
Hold Your Hand Every Step Of The Way 

Show You All The Ins And Outs 
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Huge Upside With Very Little Potential Downside 

Incredibly Easy To Get Started 

In Depth Training Program 

It's A Long Term Relationship 

This Is A Sure Fire Paint By Numbers System 

The Biggest Regret My Students Have Is That You Didn't Call Me Six Months Ago And Get 
Started Then 

Sound Fair Enough 

Your Wife Will Be Kissing You As You Walk Thru The Door 

You Will Be Sending Your Kids / Grandkids To The Finest Schools 

Once This Transaction Is Done... After Taxes And Fees And Everything... I Can Barely Get A 
Basket Of Groceries... Look... I'm Not Getting Rich Here. But You Might! 

Does This Idea Make Sense To You? 

If I Had Been Your Advisor All Along ________________________ 

Guaranteed Acceptance 

Bonuses (Monetize And Monetize Text) 

90 Days Support And Coaching 

A Custom Niche Market Idea And Domain Name From Marcus ($277 Value) 

Save $480 And Join Today 

ww.SimpleSitesBonus.com 
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